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elcome to Automotive, a motoring magazine for the Midlands
produced by Coventry University’s postgrad automotive journalism
students. We thought it was about time the Midlands – still the
centre of Britain’s motoring industry – had its own motoring publication, and
this is the result. We’re proud to bring you some lively stories from the region.
We’ve been to see Peugeot’s impressive new headquarters in Coventry, and
we’ve also been behind the wheel of the new 207 GTi. We’ve been looking at
the history of another famous Midlands marque, Jaguar, and celebrating the
half-century of the Austin-Healey Sprite – designed and built in Warwick.
We’ve tested the Audi RS6, one of the most eagerly anticipated cars of the
year, we’ve driven the new Focus and we pit the new Fiat 500 against the Mini
in a twin test. The Midlands has never been so busy.
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Audi turns its R8
supercar into a
fuel-sipping diesel,
Britain has a brand
new supercar in
the shape of the
Farbio GTS, there’s
a sporty 4x4 from
Porsche and Smart
launch an allelectric Fortwo. Plus
comments from a
top instructor on
falling standards of
Police driving.
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News

Audi’s supercar is a d
The R8 V12 TDI is an
astonishingly beautiful and
clever concept car unveiled
in Detroit to the world’s
media. Based on the Q7’s
V12 TDI engine the 6.0
litre bi-turbo found in the
R8 concept will produce an
impressive 500 bhp with a,
quite frankly, astonishing
737 lb ft of torque from
1750 rpm.
The technology is
loosely based on Audi’s
Le Mans-winning 5.5
litre R10 engine, which
explains the potency of the
concept’s unit and the 0-62
mph time of 4.2 seconds.
As a nod to its racing
heritage, while on a circuit
the R8 will replace the
conventional sat-nav
with specific information
relating to the circuit, as
well as providing a lap
timer and centrifugal force
gauge.
Despite its racing
pedigree, Audi claim the

diesel engine in the R8
is as clean as its dazzling
show car body. Special
catalytic converters and
an oxidising catalyst filter
the gases, whilst a urea
solution called “AdBlue”
is broken down in the hot
exhaust gases forming
ammonia that splits the
nitric oxides into nitrogen
and water. The R8 TDI is
therefore expected to meet
proposed EU6 emissions
regulations set out for
2014.
Not all the TDI’s
enhancements are
technical, although this
being Audi they are still
practical. A larger version
of the production car’s
spoiler is fitted to further
improve downforce and
handling, but visually it
is the new racing-derived
NACA roof duct, that cools
the V12, that causes the
biggest stir.
GB

New Farbio GTS shows
This is the future of the
British supercar, the Farbio
GTS. Like a racing car it has
a body moulded in carbon
fibre for strength and
lightness, and it’s powered
by a 3.0 litre, 24-valve V6
engine developing 262bhp.
Performance promises to be
electrifying, and if you want
even more there’s a 384 bhp
supercharged version which
can sprint from rest to
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60mph in four seconds and
continue to a top speed of
170 mph.
The Farbio incorporates
a flat floor the full length
of the car, which helps
to provide aerodynamic
downforce – and that should
mean it has a handling edge
at high speed.
But the GTS is designed
to be a ‘practical’ super car
with a large fuel tank and a

News

iesel
Police driving
is deteriorating,
says top cop trainer

the way for supercars
reasonably practical body.
It’s more of a GT car – and
yes, you can fit your golf
clubs in the boot.
And how much, you ask,
does this hand-built carbonfibre sports car cost? Well,
you have to find £60,000 for
the entry level GTS – but if
you want the supercharged
version it’ll be an extra
£10,000.

CM

Former police sergeant
and training officer for
the Metropolitan Police
Motor Driving School has
condemned the publishing
of photographs on social
networking site Facebook
and said that police driving
standards are deteriorating.
Chris Gilbert, an
instructor in pursuit driving
at the Met’s Hendon site
for over 22 years, training
hundreds of police officers
and Princes William and
Harry, was shocked at the
images of destroyed 999
vehicles posted in a group
called ‘Yes I have had a
POLCOL’. Since details
of the group emerged
in February content has
rapidly been removed.
Members boasting of having
run over pedestrians or
having been in serious
collisions have removed
their comments through
fear of repercussions
following Sir Ian Blair’s
pledge to conduct ‘a rigorous
investigation to find those
responsible.’
One of the photographs
still posted when we went
to press shows an upturned
patrol car having been
involved in a collision
with another vehicle.
Many more photographs
of serious accidents have

since been removed but
the group remains, with an
accompanying picture of
the police driver’s handbook
Roadcraft.
As a member of the
Home Office Working
Party tasked with updating
Roadcraft, and with an
accident-free career on the
force in which he claims
he never recalls having
activated the ABS system,
Gilbert said:“I utterly
condemn the sending of
such photos to Facebook, or
anywhere else come to that.
The smiling officer standing
by the wrecked police car
conjures up an immature
and unprofessional attitude.
It is the type of conduct I
never witnessed in my 30
years of police service.”
With over 72 million
miles of police driving
carried out by the
Metropolitain Police alone
in 2004, and a collision
rate of one in every 47,000
miles, there is little doubt
that police driving standards
are slipping. “When I talk
around the country on
police driving I beat the
drum for the quality of
training and of the true
class one police driver. These
photos make my job far
more difficult.”
GB
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Porsche
plugs
gap
Porsche claims that this
GTS is to fill the gap in the
Cayenne range between the
S and the Turbo. The GTS
has been through the styling
workshop and been ‘blinged’
up so that it looks close to
the more expensive Turbo.
But with a price tag of
£54,350 the GTS is a more
palatable option than its

bigger brother, which costs
£20,000 more.
It has a 4.8 litre V8
engine that produces 405
bhp and 369 lb ft of torque,
so it manages the 0-62 mph
sprint in 6.5 seconds and
goes onto a top speed of 155
mph. That’s tremendous
performance for a car of this
size and weight.

News
in Brief

One thing that really
does surprises us about
this Chelsea super-tractor
is that is comes with a sixspeed manual option. Most
Porsche Cayenne owners
would would consider the
auto ‘box a must have but
a manual does mean that
you really can drive it like a
Porsche.		
CM

Smart goes electric
This Smart EV has a 75 bhp
(55kW) electric motor and
will zip to 30 mph in 6.5
seconds. It can go on to an
electronically limited top
speed of 60mph (ultimate
estimated speed of 71mph).
And unlike other small
green vehicles on the
market this is actually a
car! Not a bicyc… sorry
‘quadricycyle’ so it’s been
fully crash tested for the
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occupants, so it still has
twin airbags. It’s also been
tested for pedestrian safety
– just in case they don’t hear
you coming! The Fortwo
EV has a range of up to 70
miles which is more than
enough for your average city
commute, and getting to full
charge takes eight hours for
full juice, or you can get up
to 80% charge in three and a
half hours.
CM

Subaru launches
the first Boxer
diesel engine
Subaru’s new Boxer diesel
gives good performance
thanks to 150 bhp at only
3600 rpm and a massive 258
lb ft torque at 1800 rpm.
The unusual Boxer
layout has horizontal
cylinders which keep the
engine’s weight low in the
car – to improve handling.
The new engine has power
throughout the speed range,
avoiding the breathless
response of some diesels at
high revs.
The new diesel Legacy
has a top speed of 126 mph,
while the Outback R is
only slightly behind at 124
mph.
CM

Volkswagen is set
to release additional
BlueMotion models in the
UK, across the Golf, Golf
Plus, Golf Estate, Jetta and
Passat saloon and Passat
Estate ranges, with the first
cars arriving on the new ‘08’
plate in March. All the new
models are powered by a
1.9-litre TDI 105 PS engine
with a Diesel Particulate
Filter in the exhaust system.
In the Golf this means a
combined economy figure
of 62.8 mpg and CO2
emissions of just 119 g/km.
More than half of
motorists believe there is
a shortage of fuel filling
stations across Britain,
according to a recent survey.
There are fewer than
9500 filling stations in the
UK, including supermarkets.
Ironically this is said to
be the lowest number
since 1912, a time when
car ownership was still a
relative rarity.
From 27 October, cars
that emit more than 225
g/km CO2 will pay £25 to
enter the central London
charging zone. Band A and
B cars, those that emit less
than 120 g/km, will be
eligible for a 100 per cent
discount. Drivers of cars in
bands C to F will pay the
current £8 a day charge.
The scheme has been
billed as a gas-guzzler tax,
but some models of family
cars like the Ford Mondeo,
Renault Espace or Vauxhall
Vectra will be forced to pay
the £25 charge.

News
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First Drives

New Audi RS6

It’s a supercar with space for the dog, says Craig McAlpine

Ever considered buying
yourself a supercar but then
thought: what about the dog?
Luckily Audi has addressed
the problem and given us
the V10 Twin Turbo RS6.
The RS6 manages to look
relatively understated when
you take into account what
lurks beneath. That glorious
V10 twin turbo engine is
very similar to the one you’ll
find in the Lamborghini
Gallardo – it pushes out a
massive 580 bhp, propelling
this huge estate from
0-60mph in 4.6 seconds.
That’s enough to squash any
Fido in the back onto the
rear window like a Garfield.
Inside it feels massive.

Automotive



You really could swing a cat
in here, although I don’t
suggest that you do. The dog
wouldn’t like it.
Check out the huge
leather racing-style seats
with ‘RS6’ embossed into
the surface front and rear.
Just in case you didn’t
notice, the are more RS6
badges on the dashboard,
dials and steering wheel
– there are more logos
in here than on a racing
driver’s overall.
On the dash the Audi has
a built in lap-timer. Though
I can’t see many people
taking this car onto a circuit,
it’s still a cool feature.
The V10 is a very smooth

unit and with so much
power available, you don’t
have to thrash it to be
pinned to the back of your
seat. If you want it to sound
a bit more ‘throaty’, Audi
offers an optional sports
exhaust system. You’ll want
to open the window to really
hear that V10 growl.
This is currently the
fastest version of the
A6 available: as with the
previous RS6 there’s no
saloon version so you have
to buy the estate body to
get all that power, although
there are rumours that
this time Audi are going to
make a saloon in due course.
But does this model have a

‘There is room
to swing a cat,
although the
dog wouldn’t
like it’
‘supercar’ price tag? Well,
yes: at £78,000 it’s actually
more expensive than Audi’s
own R8 supercar. It’s also
£11,000 more than a more
direct rival, BMW’s M5
Touring.
The M5 has fun BMW
rear-wheel drive handling
but lacks the sense of
security of a sophisticated
4x4 system, such as the one
in the Audi. The RS6 can

First Drives

Coming into Focus
Maybe this New Focus
looks like it’s been given
a facelift to tie in with the
new Mondeo. But really
this is a new car - every
panel apart from the roof
is different. It’s been taken
away, freshened up and let
back out on the public, a bit
like Anne Robinson.
This is the top
specification Titanium
model, which costs £18,595
with the 2.0 TDCi Diesel
engine. This produces 134
bhp and powers the Focus
from rest to 60 mph in 9
seconds, and on to a top
speed of 127 mph.
The handling and drive
haven’t been fiddled about
with, though, and in this

case, that’s definitely a good
thing. The ride has always
been one of the strongest
points of the Focus – it
manages to be comfortable
both on the motorway and
around town, yet can be
good fun when things get
more twisty.
Inside it’s all familiar,
although the dials have
been updated and chrome
detailing has been added
to impart a higher quality
feel. Also it has new softtouch higher quality plastics
around the central console.
Ford is sticking with what
has worked so well for them
but just dressing it up to
make it feel, well, a bit more
obviously German.

VW Cali packs the kitchen sink

even feed more power to the
back wheels than the front,
so it’s like bungee-jumping
with a safety rope.
This Audi is surprisingly
sensible when you want
it to be, and a real beast
when you need to blast the
B-roads of Britain. It’s three
cars in one - a motorway
cruiser, a family wagon
and a sporting supercar.
The last RS6 had 145 bhp

less and that seemed pretty
crazy at the time. So how far
are these über-estates going
to go? With ever-tighter
emissions regulations being
imposed on manufacturers,
ever-higher road tax and
rising fuel costs, this could
be the last generation of
German powerhouses,
making this Audi something
very special indeed. Buy
now while stocks last.

The VW California SE costs a
not-inconsiderable £38,000,
but has a 2.5 turbodiesel
under the bonnet capable
delivering 174 bhp and 295
lb ft torque.
It needs these impressive
figures, however, because
it weighs all of 3 tonnes.
It can crack 0-62 mph in
13 seconds but returns a
combined mpg figure of just
under 30.
On a clear road, it
handles much better than
the big van it really is, and
thanks to everything in the
back being well secured,
you don’t have to take every
corner at 5 mph to avoid
stuff sliding around.
In town, however, the

automatic gearbox ruins the
van’s responses. The engine
sounds like it’s being pushed
too hard, making it harsh
and unrefined.
The California feels more
weekend trip than fullblown hotel-on-wheels, so
38 grand starts to look dear.
Personally I’d rather just
buy a good four-wheel drive
and spend the change on a
caravan - to keep everyone
happy.
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Consumer Report

Vauxhall Corsa 1.2 SXi
r ’s
Buyede
Gui

Three-door hatches are for
the school run and Sainsbury’s car park. Is the
latest Corsa the pick of the bunch, asks Ali Umar,
and just how much fun can it keep for the weekend?
If you’re thinking of buying
a supermini, or even if
you’re just the kind of
character who likes to
observe life on the street,
you’ll have noticed the large
numbers of Corsas around.
Known as the Opel
Corsa on the Continent, it
has been one of Europe’s
best selling cars for years
– a tradition that continues
with each new generation.
Whatever you call it, it’s still
on the best-sellers list.
As soon as this test
started, it became clear
that Opel/Vauxhall have
prepared the car well for
any examination – it comes
up with the right answers
at the right time. But there
are still a few parts of its
homework missing.
The 1.2 litre Twinport
engine on our 3 door SXitrimmed test car simply
can’t shoulder the burden
of 1085 kg – it really lacks
power. It has to be driven
everywhere at high revs to
get any pace out of it at all –
and even then its top speed
is only 104 mph. Feeling
you have to constantly flog
it to death can be quite
distracting from the job of
just getting around.
The small four-cylinder
engine gives out a mere 78
bhp, which can certainly

Automotive
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save you money. If it’s
cheap-maintenance lowinsurance transport you’re
after, this is the car.
But many modern
superminis (and other
models in the Corsa range)
can do so much more.
Here you have to choose
between being a red-line guy
or a fuel saver. This car is
absolutely not suitable for
red-line lovers. They won’t
be satisfied nor will they get
anywhere any quicker than
Captain Sensible.
This model is better
suited to the modest, calm
– perhaps older – driver
seeking a cheap runaround.
Peak torque of 110 Nm pulls
unwillingly even at 4000
rpm and still tells you you’re
not in the performance
division – go for a VXR
model if you’re interested in
serious go.
However, in its looks,
design, overall atmosphere
and the quality of materials
used for the interior, this car
is a gem. It is without doubt
in the premiere league of
superminis. The spacious

‘It comes up
with the right
answers at the
right time’

cabin and seating position
give you a feeling of driving
a larger car – the Astra feels
hardly any bigger.
When the first generation
Corsa was produced in the
1980s (known as the Nova
in the UK, as Vauxhall
thought its world-car
name sounded ‘coarser’),
it was a small car weighing
only around 850 kg. As
the years have passed it
has transformed into one
of the more heavyweight
superminis. (Though we call
them superminis, there’s
very little ‘mini’ in their
dimensions nowadays.)
Front seat passengers are
lucky because Vauxhall have
treated them generously,
whereas those heading for
the back seat aren’t quite
so lucky. It’s the same old
song for headroom, too – no
problem for the front pair
but tall adults are advised to
saw their heads off before
getting into the back.
They are made to suffer
by the basic design itself
– most especially in this
3-door model. The stylists
have been determined to
go for coupe-like lines at
all costs. In fact, it doesn’t
work particularly well
visually and the lowness of
the roof at the back is a bit
annoying.

Room for the shopping in here

Well-trimmed, spacious cabin

Not as fast as this makes it look

Still, this new generation
Corsa is a bigger, heavier,
and importantly a much
safer car. You don’t just
sense the improvements
here, you can see them. A
small hatchback car that’s
approved by EuroNCAP with
a five-star rating – what
more can you ask?
The Corsa has subtle and
firm handling that invites
you to explore the available
grip. It rides quietly and in
an assured manner which
gives you confidence in it.
Women especially will be

Consumer Report
delighted by the lightness
of the steering and clutch.
The brakes are light, too, but
retain enough pedal feel to
slow the car down easily.
The glossy rims to the
round air vents, and softtouch, semi-transparent
control buttons on doors
and dashboard, give a
really modern atmosphere.
The orange-red dials are
especially smart when you
turn on the lights.
Air conditioning is sadly
an option with this trim,
but there are plenty of trim
levels and enough options to
make it easy to personalise.
In short, the Corsa is a
thoroughly decent hatch
that will never disappoint
you... unless you choose the
1.2 engine. Don’t do it!

Also consider these kids

Corsa SXi 1.2 Twinport
Renault Clio
1.2 litre 75 bhp
3 door
Starts from £7495
Fiat Grande Punto
1.2 litre 65 bhp
3 door
Starts from £7485

Engine:
		
0-60mph:
Top Speed:
Power:
Economy
(combined):
CO2 :		
Price:		

1229 cc 			
16 valve
13.0 seconds
104 mph
78 bhp
46.3 mpg
146 g/km
£9820

Peugeot 207
1.4 litre 75 bhp
3 door
Starts from £9295
Ford Fiesta
1.25 litre 75 bhp
3 door
Starts from £8405

Suggested Options:
Air conditioning (£500), CDMP3
and Satnav (£975), ESP (£400)

Octane emergency: the future of fuel

In recent months, not a day has gone by when we haven’t been subjected to yet another global warming scare. ‘Artic sea ice
set to hit new low’, ‘Loss of Arctic ice leaves experts stunned’, ‘Climate change may cost $20 trillion’ are just three examples
of the dozens of scare stories published every day, many blaming the automotive industry. There is little doubt the effect
the motor industry has on the climate will be debated indefinitely – cars are a visible polluting presence throughout the
world. But how viable are the alternatives currently available? George Barrow presents some you might soon have to take.

Hybrid Technology
The first words to cross
your lips will undoubtedly
be ‘Toyota Prius’. Over the
past five years the Prius has
become synonymous with
preachy eco-warriors, but
despite the Prius producing
an average of only 104g/
km many people are lucky
to experience this, or the
claimed 65.7 mpg.
As a temporary solution
hybrids are encouraging,
but complacency is
already setting in. Hybrid
technology will never save
the world as, ultimately,
fossil fuels are still being
burnt to power that small
electric motor that activates
at lower speeds.

E85
Alcohol with a dash of
petrol. It sounds like the
perfect cocktail, but E85 is
by far and away the most
interesting fuel proposition
for now. Containing only 15
per cent petrol, emissions
are significantly reduced.
Ethanol is currently being
produced all over the world
from wheat grain, aiding
developing countries and
using up surplus produce.
E85 also has a performance
benefit. Although you will
get through a tank around
15-20 percent quicker, with
correctly mapped ECUs
performance can increase
at around the same rate as
your fuel diminishes.

Electricity
Zero emissions! Zero
congestion charge! Zero
road tax! Consumers
are being invited to save
the world single-handed
by cutting their carbon
footprint, whilst saving a
lorry-load of cash in the
process. The philosophy
behind electric cars is simple
– electric cars produce no
emissions. But the majority
of the UK’s electricity still
comes from coal-fuelled
power stations. Although
this may not impact on your
town, it still carries the
same global consequence.
Electricity works: just make
sure you power your car
from a renewable source.

Hydrogen
The fuel for the future.
Already available in BMW’s
7-Series and Honda’s FCX,
Hydrogen is guilt-free
motoring. Hydrogen goes
in, water comes out. The
downside is its volatility.
It must be kept cool,
and if it isn’t, it becomes
highly unstable. The extra
insulation required adds
serious bulk to the car, and
is why we have only seen the
technology in large vehicles.
As technology develops,
ways of keeping hydrogen
cool will hopefully improve,
allowing it to filter down
to smaller cars. Until then
it just is not a practical
alternative.
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Fiat v Mini

Retro-fashion:
this season’s
must haves

The wait is over. After seven years in production, the Mini finally has a rival.
Does the Fiat 500 throwback styling make the Mini look old-fashioned?
Ezrin and Craig take to the road in both to find out.

I

n 1957, the original
Fiat 500 arrived on the
streets of Italy, giving
accessible mobility to the
masses. More than five
million were built during
its 18 years in production.
Exactly 50 years later,
the world once again
witnessed the birth of a
new automotive icon, the
all-new Fiat 500. Without
even touching British soil,
the 500 was crowned ‘Car
of the Year’ with its funky
looks and affordable price.
Today’s 500 is based on
the practical £6995 Panda
but its retro chic comes at
an additional cost of £900.
Here, though, we have the
1.4 sport which will set
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you back £10,700, perhaps
a hefty price to pay for a
small car.
However, Fiat is
confident that the 500
will sell based on its looks,

driveability and build
quality that is better than
previous Fiats.
For an extra £900 you
can get hold of the already
well established Retrowagon, the Mini One.
More than 250,000 Minis
have been sold since its
reinvention back in 2001.
It’s proved to be an
amazing success for parent
company BMW.
Made in Oxford,
the Mini is now the
second generation of
the modern motor and
its appeal comes from
the driving sensation as
well as its funky retro
looks, a combination of
performance and fashion

Fiat v Mini

which has made the Mini
boast the best residual
values in its class.
Under the Mini’s
bulbous bonnet is a 1.4litre petrol engine that
produces 95 bhp, and you
really will need to use all of
it to manage the 0-62mph
sprint in 10.9 seconds
- the One is certainly no
hot hatch in the land of
performance figures.
It stops sharply enough
and the brake feel is one of
the best in the business - it
really does feel a bit more
like a track tool than an
estate agent’s workhorse.

The One has a six-speed
gearbox which feels tight
and precise with its short
throw between changes
but you can make the
mistake when driving
with extra enthusiasm of
selecting fifth instead of
third because of the close
spacing of the gate.
But the lack of a few
extra hp is totally forgiven
when you get onto some
challenging roads; the
chassis is so sure-footed
and predictable that even
an inexperienced driver
would struggle to stick this
in a ditch. Nothing handles

quite like it, and this is one
of the Mini’s USPs.
Looking at the 500 from
the outside, you will surely
agree that Fiat has got its
design strategy spot on.
There is something about
the proportion of the car
that makes it look right.
It may look small, but
somehow it’s not dwarfed
by your average city car.
You can’t help but smile
looking at the short front
overhang, taken from the
original 500.
Similar to the Mini,
Fiat has paid very close
attention to detail in its

Fiat Pictures: Raja Ezrin Kamarudin
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Fiat v Mini

The original 500

Designed by Dante Giacosa
and launched in 1957 to meet
the demands of the post-war
market for economy cars, the
500 was marketed as a cheap
and practical town car. With a
lenght of only 2.97 metres and
originally powered by an aircooled engine of just 479cc, the
diminutive 500 brought a new
meaning to the words “small
car”. It was also considered one
of the first city cars.
Despite its small size, the 500
was an enormously practical car
and proved a popular vehicle
throughout Europe. The 500
ended its production in 1975
with more than 5 million cars
produced. It was replaced by the
Fiat 126. However, the 126 was
never as popular as the 500.
There were six different 500
models produced ranging from
and estate to a sporting version
with a more powerful engine.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
FIAT 500 1.4 16V SPORT
£10,700
Price in UK
On sale in UK Now
10.5 sec
0-62mph
113 mph
Top speed
100 bhp
Power
CO₂ emissions 149 g/km
Length
Width
Height
Wheelbase
Kerb weight
Fuel tank

3546 mm
1627 mm
1488 mm
2300 mm
930 kg
35 litres

Engine layout 4-cyl, in line
Compression
ratio
Gearbox

10.8:1

Front
Suspension

Independent
MacPherson
strut
Torsion beam

Rear
Suspension
Tyres
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‘You can’t help but smile looking at the short front
overhang, taken from the original 500’
design studio to make the
current car look like the
original, but also injecting
some modern DNA into
it to make it acceptable
for the modern market to
gaze. You get to choose
how you would like your
500 to look from the
outside. For the exterior,
you could either choose
the Sport or Chrome look.
The Sport look will
feature side skirts, front
spoiler and alloy wheels
with an option to go one
size bigger. The Chrome
look however, will
transform your car into
the Retro look 500 with
chrome detailing almost

on every corner of the car.
And if you think that is not
enough to give your car
that personalise look, well,
there are more than half a
million ways to personalise
your 500 from racing
stripes right through to
a coloured key fob cover.
That’s more option than
you get with a Mini.
Step inside the 500 and
the first thing you notice is
that it feels much roomier
and taller than you expect
- a bit more MPV like - and
it actually sits 81mm taller
than the Mini, although,
thanks to being a bit
shorter and not German,
it’s lighter by more than

200kg. First glance over
the dash and dials, and all
looks well designed.
The body coloured dash
adds a Retro feel to the
interior. However, take
a closer look at it, and
you will need sometime
getting used to where
everything is laid out. The
power window switches
are located on the centre
console, an odd place to be
one could say.
Trying to be clever
with space, Fiat decided
to cramp everything
in its twin-stacked
speedometer combined
with the rev-counter, fuel
and temperature gauge
and other information
about the car. Clever, but
cluttered and it takes
a few moments to find
everything.
However, driving the
500 is easy. There aren’t
any gizmos to fiddle about
before you can drive the
car. Just insert the key and
off you go. Although power
isn’t the main selling point
for either car, it’s the Fiat

Fiat v Mini

The original Mini

which has the advantage
in power to weight ratio.
Its 1.4 engine, borrowed
from the Panda 100HP,
gives it 108 bhp per tonne
compared to the Mini’s 84
bhp per tonne.
So on paper it’s a
touch quicker. The grunt
from the engine when it
is revved hard gives the
feeling that the car is
travelling faster than the
speed it is showing. The 062mph sprint is achieved
in just over 10.5 seconds.
Like the Mini, the
500 also has a six-speed
gearbox but it really
doesn’t feel as tight as
the Mini and the throw
between changes is much
longer. It makes quite a
difference with a small
rev-happy car like this
where you are constantly
changing gear to get the
most out of it. But the
500 feels much more
responsive off the line.
Selecting reverse in the
500 can get a bit annoying
as it will always pinch
your palm while you are
pulling on the lever. Then
again, how many times do
you select reverse while
driving?

The brakes in the 500
are a tad too sensitive.
If you are not used to it,
every time you apply the
brake, you will be shoved
forward. Not very good if
you’re trying to look cool
in your new 500.
As expected the
handling really is not of
the confidence-inspiring
type like you find in the
Mini, although this isn’t
necessarily a bad thing - it
actually makes the drive
quite entertaining with the
body roll and front tyres
scrabbling for grip adding
a bit more of an Italian
atmosphere to the whole
experience.
The 500’s ride can
become tiresome on
the motorway with that
engine buzzing away in

your ears and the bumpy
ride. That is thanks to its
stiffer springs, standard
in the 1.4 version. And at
higher speed the 500 just
doesn’t feel as planted
as the Mini - do 80+ and
you’ll really feel it.
Driving the 500 around
town, you can’t help but
notice the stares you get
from people around me.
Some will even crack a
smile as you pass by. The
500 certainly has the headturn factor.
As an overall package
the Mini seems to have
the upper hand, but in the
sector of small fashion
accessory cars, the 500
has a long waiting list and
fresher looks - making the
Mini look ‘so last season’
don’t you agree?

In 1955, Alec Issigonis returned
to Morris Motors, then
known as BMC (British Motor
Corporation) and took on the
task of constructing a small
economy car for the post-war
period.
On 26 August 1959, the
first Mini was born. It was
designed to be an affordable car
that could sit four and still be
small enough to cope with the
increasing number of cars on
the road. Little that Issigonis
knew about the importance
this small car would have in
automotive history.
The Mini became the small
car of choice in 1960s London,
won the Monte Carlo Rally and
numerous saloon car races, and
appeared in one of the greatest
car chase sequences of all time.
The last Mini, a red Cooper,
was built at Longbridge in
October 2000.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
MINI ONE 1.4 16V
£11,625
Price in UK
On sale in UK Now
10.9 sec
0-62mph
115 mph
Top speed
95 bhp
Power
CO₂ emissions 128 g/km
Length
Width
Height
Wheelbase
Kerb weight
Fuel tank

3699 mm
1683 mm
1407 mm
2467 mm
1135 mm
40 litres

Engine layout 4-cyl, in line
Compression
ratio
Gearbox

10.6:1

Front
Suspension

Independent
Macpherson

Rear
Suspension
Tyres

Multi-link rear
axle
175/65 R15
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Photography: Ali Umar / Tadek Orlowski

N

o one could have
expected the sun to
be shining and the
sky to be clear. It
has turned out to be a glorious
winter morning. Unfortunately
this being England, and the cars
gathered being worth several
millions of pounds, we can’t take
any chances. Photographing this
gorgeous collection of some of
the finest Jaguars ever made
will have to be done indoors, in
the relative safety of the now
empty Browns Lane production
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site. These are some of the best
Jaguars throughout the ages,
and this is my education.
Deciding on the cars to
feature was in itself an arduous
task. The Jaguar Daimler
Heritage Trust has 121 Jaguars
as well as cars from the SS
and Austin marques that
preceded the iconic leaping cat.
Assembling key cars dating from
as far back as 1928, to chart
the history and growth of the
Jaguar cars seemed a noble idea,
but after just a few minutes of

touring the collection my list
of cars to include had already
passed a dozen and looked to be
heading into the twenties before
we’d even toured half of the site.
Thankfully the list never
reached 20, so whittling the list
down to the final dream line up
became rather easier when it
transpired that the chosen few
fell ‘neatly’ into line with one car
per decade.
Familiar with modern XKs,
X-types and S-types, I knew
relatively little of the history

Jagu-wow!

JAGU-WOW

Spending a day with seven of the best Jaguars
ever made, George Barrow gets educated in the
history of some of Britain’s greatest cars.

‘If ever
there were
a car to
daydream
in this
would
be it’

of Jaguar and shamefully could
not name a single car beyond
the iconic E-type of the Sixties
and Seventies. Understandably
the anticipation of seeing the
assembled collection, for the
first time in the light of day, was
mind blowing. Seven of the most
important cars in the brand’s
history were gathering outside;
each with its own unique history.
First to see the bright light
of day was the XK120. The
second oldest of the soon to be
assembled mass, the XK looked

every one of its 56 years. Dull
patches of paint and a bonnet
bound by leather straps did
little to enhance the image of
what was at its time the fastest
production car in the world.
After the Second World
War, production under the SS
name ceased. The name, having
developed a more sinister
connotation than the successful
100 model could reasonably
be expected to shrug off, was
changed to Jaguar. A new
and radical car was needed to

push the company forward,
an achievement the XK120
managed with great aplomb.
Designed by William Lyons, the
founder of Jaguar, the XK120
startled the motoring world with
its elegance and outright racing
ability. Though it was named in
honour of its claimed top speed,
few believed that the XK120 was
capable of such speeds. Not only
was it good for 120 mph, this
remarkable car was capable of a
whopping 133mph when tested
without its windscreen – and all
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from just 160 bhp, modest by
today’s standards.
The racing ability of the
120 therefore came as no
surprise – it recorded a win in
its first outing at Silverstone.
What makes this specific car
particularly important, and
the reason why the Heritage
Trust are so fond of it, is that
this was the actual car driven
by Sir Stirling Moss and three
other talented drivers in an epic
seven-day run at the Montlhéry
race track near Paris. This, then,
is a truly special car, steeped
in history, proudly wearing its
battle scars from a lifetime of
hard driving. Any car that has
not only survived well over half
a century, but has competed
in such a manner is definitely
worthy of a place in this group,
and I quietly apologise to it
for having ever doubted its
worthiness.
Next out is a Jaguar Mark V,
a stunning car. Built in 1949 the
Mark V was the first new model
of a post-war era that saw the
SS name dropped and the lone

XK120: if it’s good enough
for Stirling Moss, then
it’s good enough for us.
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Jaguar badge adorn the cars.
The Mark V combines many of
the elements of the SS1 Saloon
– wide door sills, enormous
front wheel arches and a long,
elegant bonnet housing a 3.5
litre engine. It may have shed
some blood on the way out of
its winter home, decorating
the floor with delicious looking
golden oil, but this is a car you
would gladly kill for.
Unable to drive any of these
cars due to irksome insurance
laws, I must make do with being
chauffeured around in the fleet.
The Mark V is, however, a car I
would gladly own and yet never
drive myself. At nearly 60 years
old you may think passenger
comforts have come a long way
since, but they really haven’t. The
Mark V is as comfortable as any
mid-Nineties saloon, but with
the added charm of suicide front
doors and sofa-like rear seats.
Being driven instead of
driving is not as frustrating
as I had first anticipated. The
trembling and whirring from
the acres of bonnet ahead are

Jagu-wow!

‘Arguably the most precious
car here, the D-type has to be
gently coaxed to life’
very endearing, and aside for the
unsophisticated engine noise,
the bumpy ride, cushioned by
the soft and swampy seats, is
extremely enjoyable. If ever
there were a car to daydream
in this would be it. I feel like I
should be dressed in a sharp
suit, gun in hand, on the way to
a heist.

Right: The
E-type shows a
distinct family
resemblance
to the D-type
(bottom right).
Below:
Two Mark Vs
case the joint.

As the years progressed
Jaguar built on its sporting
success and by the mid-Fifties
the legendary D-type was born.
A progression from the C-type
before it, the D-type was an out
and out race car. Designed by
Malcolm Sayer, and adopting a
largely monocoque alloy frame
the D-type had more power
(275 bhp) than the C-type and
due to Sayer’s extensive aircraft
background, focused heavily on
the aerodynamic affects of the
body. This short nosed D-type
doesn’t quite have the history
of its longer nasally endowed
brother, as it failed to win Le
Mans on its first attempt coming
in second, a mere one minute
45 seconds behind the winning
Ferrari 375 Plus. The D-type
did, however, go on to win
three consecutive Le Mans
titles.
Arguably the most precious
car here, the D-type has to
be gently coaxed to life. The
engine, and its fluids, must
be warmed sufficiently before

moving, resulting in minutes
of hard revving. I won’t be
experiencing the D-type for
myself, but just being around its
exquisitely sculpted body and
hearing the six cylinders sing
makes having it here very special
indeed.
Following on from the D-type
in this colossal line up is of
course the E-type. Brought into
production in 1961 the E-type is
a defining moment in the history
of Jaguar cars. Often lauded as
the ‘prettiest car of all time’,
the E-type is for most people
the most famous Jaguar of all
– one possible exception being
the XK8 ‘Shaguar’ from Austin
Powers, which is also present
here in the Heritage Trust’s
collection but sadly not included
in this heavyweight line-up.
The E-type is, then, a modern
masterpiece that owes much
of its good looks to Malcolm
Sayer’s oval-mouth design,
first seen on the D-type. Most
commonly regarded as a car of
the Sixties, production of the
E-type actually continued well
into the Seventies, culminating
in the Series III. Available in 2+2
and Roadster format the E-type
of the Seventies was an entirely
different prospect to the early
models.
Series III E-types came
with V12 engines. That alone

is enough to make you want
one, but packaged in the Etype it makes an irresistible
combination. This V12 Roadster
is part of the Heritage collection
as it was the last E-type off
the production line. Black is
probably not the best colour
for photography in a defunct
factory, but the E-type wears
the colour well. Reds and British
racing greens are perhaps more
desirable colours, but in black
the E-type is elegant, grown
up and modest. It is a very
functional car. For such a slender
car the door frames seem thick,
an unusual quality in a car with
such finesse. The ride is firm, this
is after all a soft top sports car,
but not harsh. I can easily see
why this was, and still is, such a
desirable car.
As I had predicted though,
and despite this being one of the
all time greatest car designs, it is
the engine that steals the show.
The broody, almost boring V12
idles away with little elegance,
but once taken to beyond only
half of its range it radiates a
noise only divine spirits could
surpass. The Jaguar E-type
with its V12 is the Tom Jones
of automotive noise – it may be
old, but ladies will throw their
knickers at it, and boy does it
pack a note.
It is for this engine alone that
the E-type is my
chosen Seventies
car. Without the
V12 I fear the Etype would be just
another pretty
car, but with it,
it is hard to deny
anyone’s claims
that this is the
greatest car ever
made.
Having
assigned the Etype to represent
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the Seventies surely there is
nothing that can possibly do
justice to the Sixties apart from
another, earlier, E-type – but
just sneaking into the slot is an
altogether more impressive car.
Most of the cars so far
have been fast sports cars. By
the Sixties Jaguar had hit its
stride and knew how to make
successful sports models for
both production and racing, but
there was still a highly profitable
saloon market to exploit. Mark
IIs, S-types and Mark Xs were
all successful saloon lines, but
in 1968 a new breed of Jaguar
saloon was born, the XJs.
William Lyons, by now a
knight of the realm, and still
involved in the company, used
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‘The smell of the interior
alone, a blend of aged wood
and supple leather, provokes
immediate nostalgia to days of
which I know nothing about’
a 1969 XJ6 as his daily car and
it remains within the Heritage
Trust as one of the more socially
historic pieces. Although not
quite as exotic as some of the
other cars here it becomes
apparent why the XJ6 was Sir
William’s personal choice.
Throughout the day it
comfortably wafted us across
the empty Browns Lane plant
that was once the birth place of
so many Jaguars before it, and
despite my initial reservations,
thinking that the owner could
have done considerably better,
the XJ6 proved me wrong.
Having been fully restored
by the Jaguar Enthusiasts Club,
Sir William’s former car proudly
bears a plaque commemorating

those who worked on her
refurbishment. The smell of
the interior alone, a blend of
aged wood and supple leather,
provokes immediate nostalgia
to days of which I know nothing
about. Like the Mark V and
XK120, the XJ6 is a car best
enjoyed with a dose of vivid
imagination.
Perhaps one of the more
intriguing cars in this line up is
the golden XJS. Another product
of the Seventies, a bit of poetic
license has been taken with this
particular car’s inclusion. To me
the XJS is strictly an Eighties car
having sustained Jaguar through
a difficult decade where the
brand’s ‘pipe and slippers’ image
began to take hold.
It’s not a particularly good
looking car from outside, nor
is it from inside. Plastic is rife.
Unlike modern cars that cocoon
you in different blends of soft
and supple polyurethanes,
the plastics in the XJS are the
same, and brittle to the point
of fracture. Cassette tape cases
are probably more durable. The

Jagu-wow!

‘The XJ220 stands out in this
group as the D-type of its day’

Below:
The XJ6 proves
to be a capable
runner.
Mark V muscles
its way infront
of the XJ6 as
the ultimate
dreamer’s car.

XJS was, however, a popular
model, and one that I am happy
to include in the line up and to
experience - if only to confirm
that the Eighties, apart from
producing me, were not perhaps
the most successful years.
As half a century of Jaguars
take their place in what used
to be the competition and
experimental development
departments of the late Sixties,
there is one car disrupting the
classic looking harmony of the
scene: the unmistakable XJ220.
Originally shown as a concept
in 1988 the XJ220 made it to
production in 1991. Destined
for a limited run of 350 cars and
built at a purpose-built factory
near Oxford this 200 mph
supercar cost £400,000.
It stands out in this group due
to its radical wedge profile, but
in reality it was merely designed
as the D-type of its day, with the
race versions named XJ220C
winning its class at Le Mans in
1993, only to be disqualified
weeks later on a technicality.
Despite it being a production
model K994 YUD feels as
focused as any race car. The
limited movement of the doors
only enables them to open to
around 30 degrees.
Like the Jaguars before it,
the door sills are thick, making
access an art form. Left foot
first, low and flat, right up to the

‘There is an obvious
sense of forward
momentum from all
of these cars’
pedals. Twist your knee under
the steering wheel and limbo
in, craning your neck outwards,
negotiating the tiny gap between
door and frame, sliding as you
go. Once in, the cabin is not
dissimilar from a more modern
supercar with full leather and
numerous dials, many of which
are curiously located on the
door’s arm rest. It is though
from the outside that this car is
best appreciated.
The completely smooth
undercarriage that aids the
aerodynamics and dozens of
small vents, from the slatted rear
glass to minute side air intakes
at the bottom, make the XJ220
engineering perfection. In the
good old days, right outside
this very building, the XJ220
could be seen hurtling around,
effortlessly blasting its way
into three figures and beyond.
Maybe it is in the DNA, but even
at rest it somehow manages
to look like its going fast. My
only disappointment with the
XJ220 is that I won’t be able to
experience its out and out speed.

The group is now assembled.
Seven classics. Each representing
a decade of history and
achievement. There are some
overlaps, and an element of
creative license, but this really
is a historic gathering. As I walk
along the ranks, inspecting the
cars one last time I think I finally
understand Jaguars. There is a
real lineage and air of class.
Glancing along the wings
there is an obvious sense of
forward momentum from all of
these cars. The famous Jaguar
‘leaper’ may not adorn any of
these bonnets but the intention
and clear connection between
the badge and the car unites
the group. Just for a moment I
almost believe they are sitting up
to smile for the cameras.
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Peugeot’s Plans

The Lion Roars
W

e are at Aldermoor 1.9 litre unit three years later,
House, currently
the GTi won fans across the
Peugeot’s
globe with its combination of
headquarters in
sharp handling and raw power.
Coventry, and Mike Lynch is
The Peugeot GTi badge had
talking in millions of pounds.
arrived, and the 205 had revived
Lynch is Human Resources
an ailing Peugeot brand.
director for the UK arm of PSA
When the 205 ceased
Peugeot Citroen, the parent
production in 1997 Peugeot at
company of the Peugeot brand,
first relied on the smaller 106
and he’s telling us about the new and larger 306 ranges to pick up
development that is taking place the slack. When the 206 finally
at the other end of this 83-acre
arrived to plug the gap, it was
site. The twin centrepieces are
criticised by the press but loved
a new headquarters and a £25
by the public, and so far 6.4
million technology and training
million have been sold in seven
centre, which together form
years. If it stays in production
a key part in PSA’s European
as long as the 205 did – and
management. But that’s not the
there’s every chance that it
only reason we are here… did I
will, as production continues in
mention we’re also collecting a
Europe, Asia and South America
207 GTi?
– it should easily breach the 10
The 207 has been around for
million mark.
a while, but apart from a few
Without doubt the 206 has
bus shelter adverts, nothing had
been highly successful, but it has
really made me cotton on to the
always lacked something that the
fact that the 206 is out and the
205 range had - a riot-raising,
207 is in. This might well be due
panic-producing, gloriously
to the fact that the 206 is very
gung-ho GTi. The 206 simply
much still alive: the recorddidn’t cut the mustard amongst
breaking older car is still on sale, fast Clios and Golfs. But the 207
competing with its new brother.
changes all that.
It all began in 1983 with
Already Peugeot’s new
the launch of a diminutive
hatchback is the best-selling car
supermini called the 205. Styled
in Europe, and it’s currently lying
by Pininfarina,
in sixth place
the 205 quickly
in worldwide
became the
sales. Now
benchmark
the range has
for all its
expanded with
competitors. It
a vigorous
sold in record
new GTI. On
numbers: in 15
paper, it looks
years Peugeot
like it’ll do the
clocked up a
business.
massive 5.2
Using the
million sales
same jointworldwide, in
venture engine
part due to
as the BMW
one particular
Mini Cooper
variant – the
S, the 207
GTi. Available
GTi THP 175
with a 1.6
certainly has
litre injection
the power
engine, and a
to make this
MIKE LYNCH, HR DIRECTOR

‘Streiff came in
with the idea of
revolutionising
the structure,
decentralising being
one of those ideas’
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s Again

Peugeot’s Plans

Coventry is still Peugeot’s UK home and the
centre of a huge investment. George Barrow
finds out more – and takes a long look at
the brand’s latest hot hatch, the 207 GTi.
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Above: New 207 GTi is more fun to
drive than 206 predecessor.
Below: Outside Peugeot’s
impressive new HQ building
in Coventry.
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a decent proposition. With
lever between gears was reduced.
175bhp – the clue’s in the name
The transition from second to
– from a turbocharged 1.6 litre
third is only marginally shorter
engine this is Peugeot’s modern
than that of handbrake to radio.
equivalent to the fierce 105 bhp
On the road the 207 GTi rides
of the 205 GTi’s 1.6 unit. It may
well, despite being configured
sound like a reasonable number
for a sportier ride. Pronounced
of horses, and the Cooper S with
swells in the road surface, for
the same engine is no slouch.
example when leaving certain
But the 207 is bigger and heavier roundabouts, do seem to fox the
than the Mini, and it feels
suspension momentarily, but
nowhere near as spirited.
mostly the GTi takes poorlyWhere the 207 differs from
conditioned tarmac in its stride.
the Mini, and where it fails to
So it’s a capable package, with
dazzle you as it should, is in
enough power, dramatically
its power delivery. The Mini
improved steering and a chassis
hurriedly drags you between the
that feels as though it can take
hedgerows, briskly gaining speed as much punishment as the old
with little or no effort. In the
205 GTi, without exhibiting the
207 you have to work that little
old car’s tendency to bite you if
bit harder to achieve the same
things go wrong.
performance. The engine delivers
all the way through the rev
AS MIKE LYNCH EXPLAINS,
range, but if you’re looking for a
the new headquarters building
surge in power, you won’t find it. in Coventry is more than just
That aside, the 207 GTi is a
the head office for Peugeot’s
more enjoyable proposition than
UK sales company. Lynch
its predecessor. There’s a greater
has a responsibility across
sense of responsiveness through
northern Europe, including
the steering, for instance. The
the Netherlands, Norway,
first fractions of the turn feel
Sweden and Denmark. HR, IT,
laboured, as though there is a
Purchasing and Finance are
block of unwanted weight next
all central facilities that will
to the wheels that needs to be
be controlled from Coventry,
shoved out the way first. The
which will be one of five major
wheel is also overly large for a car
countries around Europe which
with such sporting pretensions,
will oversee smaller markets.
but despite the steering firming
“The UK has been given a
up noticeably at speed, the 207 is
remit to manage activities in
a far more accurate weapon than
other countries in order to dethe 206, and a vast improvement. centralise from Paris,” Lynch
The gearbox
explains. “Our
has improved,
new Chief
too. The
Executive, Mr
transmission in
Streiff, came in
the 206 often
with the idea of
felt stubborn,
revolutionising
as though it
the structure,
were reluctant
decentralising
to shift,
being one
preferring
of the those
instead to
ideas.”
snag through
The UK
the gate on
is Peugeot’s
the way. Gear
second-biggest
changes in the
market outside
207 feel cleaner
France, as
and more
PR director
satisfying, but
Andrew Didlick
would be better
confirms. “At
still if the
the end of
throw of the
the day we
ANDREW DIDLICK, PR DIRECTOR

‘We are a very
important part
of Automobiles
Peugeot. There is a
lot of liaison between
Coventry and Paris’
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are a very important part of
Automobiles Peugeot. There is
always going to be an awful lot
of liaison between Coventry and
Paris.”
The former factory site,
inherited by Peugeot when
it took over Chrysler UK in
1978, is really showing its age.
Redevelopment is not just a
major change for Peugeot Motor
Company and the UK arm of
PSA. It will also have a dramatic
effect on the local community,
and one that PSA was keen to
get right after the unwelcome
publicity surrounding the
closure of the Ryton assembly
plant just outside Coventry in
2007. The new development
has been constructed with local
residents in mind, and detailed
consultations have taken place
to allow the community to
have a real say in the direction
of the site. “It is no secret that
the company has gone through
difficulties in Coventry over
the past two years,” says Lynch,
who has been with the company
since the Chrysler days of the
1970s. “This is a real sign of the
continued commitment of the
group to Coventry and the UK.
We wanted to make sure that
what the site was developed
into was an appropriate
redevelopment for the area. The
decision to build the new site
came long before any decision
to close Ryton, but in the
circumstances
its significance
is even
greater as it
demonstrates
the group’s
commitment
to Coventry
and the United
Kingdom. We
went through a
lengthy process
with the
governments
and the trade
unions, but
unfortunately
that is the
harsh nature of
the business.
Ryton was the

most expensive production site
in the group, and the economics
of it were never going to change.”
Links to the past will remain,
thanks to comprehensive
documentation of the site by
local historical groups (including
Coventry’s Transport Museum)
and names of new roads
which recall the past. The new
headquarters building will be
called Pinley House as it stands
close to the site of the original
Pinley House, home of William
Hillman whose eponymous car
company was absorbed into the
Rootes Group, then Chrysler
UK, and finally Peugeot Motor
Company. The new road in front
of the building – easing traffic
flow around what used to be
essentially a giant island in the
city – is called Sunbeam Way,
recalling another Rootes Group
marque. In addition to the offices
of Peugeot and PSA Peugeot
Citroen, the site is planned to
include to 1700 new residences,
as well as a village centre for
shops and restaurants.
Plans for the big move from
Aldermoor House to Pinley
House are already underway.
“It’s like revising for a big
exam, with lots of planning
and preparation,” says Mike
Lynch, whose department is
masterminding the operation.
But regeneration of the site will
take a great deal longer. The
whole development, giving a
welcome shot
in the arm to
Peugeot’s UK
operations and
at the same
time helping
to regenerate
a whole region
of Coventry
city, is expected
to last until
2011 or 2012.
By then, with
Peugeot firmly
ensconced in its
new home, the
207 will be well
on its way to
breaking a
few records of
its own.

‘Plans for the move
are already under
way. “It’s like revising
for a big exam, with
lots of planning and
preparation,” says
Mike Lynch’
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Peugeot’s Plans
Peugeots sell on style, and 207 GTi
doesn’t let the side down. THP175
version shares 175 bhp turbo
engine with Mini Cooper S.
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Frogeye 50th

‘Frogeye’ hits

Tom Coulthard tells the tale of that sad Prince of Frogs,
the Austin-Healey Sprite. Considered ugly by many, it
longed to be kissed by the cheek of a beautiful princess.
Then one day at the 1958 Earls Court Motor Show...

The newly-crowned Miss World, 18 year-old Penelope Anne Coele from South Africa, perches a shapely
cheek on a frogeye bonnet, with a Sprite display ‘chassis’ beyond her equally shapely right elbow. To be
fair to Penny, this frumpish twinset doesn’t do her justice — she looked great in the swinsuit round.
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When the Austin Motor
Company at Longbridge, on
the edge of Birmingham,
launched a new model on 20
May 1958, it was hailed as
‘the first-ever people’s sports
car’. It cost little more than
the cheapest two-door small
saloon car at only £679.
The Austin-Healey Sprite
would find a place in the
hearts of millions and be
produced with scarcely more
than minor changes for the
next 21 years. Its odd looks
endeared it to people who
took pity on it, naming it
affectionately the ‘frogeye’.
But the car’s eccentric
appearance had come
about purely by chance:
its designers, the Donald
Healey Motor Company of
Warwick, intended the car
to have mechanical ‘pop-up’
headlamps to aid airflow
(years before the Porsche
928 or Mazda MX5), but
Austin’s famously pennypinching financial controllers
had decreed the system too
expensive for production.
The decision to abandon
the idea was unfortunately
passed down the line so late
in proceedings, that some
of the huge and expensive
machine tools used to press
out the body panels had
already been made. The
only solution was to put
the headlamps in cowls on
the bonnet, which, though
ungainly was certainly
distinctive.
This feature, now
treasured by enthusiasts
for giving the car so much
character, was thought
by many at the time to be
an acute embarrassment:
retracting headlamps that
didn’t! Oh, please.
It seemed that only
Continental manufacturers

Frogeye 50th
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could make truly
aspirational cars
like Alfa Romeos,
Maseratis and
Ferraris. Where
Italian sports cars
were svelte and had
brio, the Sprite
was at best jolie
laide, or in plain
English jolly ugly.
Only three
years after its
launch, the little
Healey lost its
amphibian appearance and
was restyled as a much more
conventional sportster. At
the same time the British
Motor Corporation took the
opportunity to offer the car
badged as an MG Midget –
which had been a successful
pre-war model for MG.
Nowadays, such overt
‘platform-sharing’ is praised
as a way for manufacturers
to increase their market
coverage in the most costeffective way. Back then,
BMC made the mistake
of allowing the models to
remain virtually identical,
which was felt to be a cynical
deception of the car-buying
public. The corporation was
criticised loudly and long for
its ‘badge engineering’.
But the British public
didn’t really mind the
Midget and Sprite being
the same car – in fact they
started referring to it by an
amalgamation of the model
names. In the same way that
London’s ‘Baker Street and
Waterloo Railway’ became

Above: Some frogeyes were transformed
by star driver John Sprinzel, whose book
Spritely Years is being reissued to mark
the 50th (see www.sebringsprite.com).
Local firms Archer’s Garage of Oldbury
and Wheeler & Davies of Hinckley offer a
fine replica of the Sebring Sprite.
Left: Austin-Healeys were designed and
many works cars were also built here at
2 Lock Lane, off Millers Road in Warwick.
The design office was on the first floor of
this wartime Nissen hut, which despite
its history has recently been demolished.
All that remains is part of the front wall.

the Bakerloo and much more
recently Mr Pitt and Ms
Jolie became ‘Brangelina’,
the Sprite and Midget have
become known as simply ‘the
Spridget’.
See for yourself how much
enjoyment Spridget owners
get from their cars by coming
along to the Heritage Motor
Centre at Gaydon on 24 May
2008 to help them celebrate
‘Spridget 50’.
It’s low-cost motoring
that has been described as
‘as much fun as anything
you can do on four wheels.’
Cheeky! P.

Above right: The first Sprite prototype being competed by a private
owner in 1964. Race officials have made him keep the headlamps
up, so he doesn’t have an unfair advantage over the other Sprites.
YNX 684 is a Warwick plate: does this historic car survive?
Below right: The ordinary Sprite floorpan was the basis for works
racing cars which took part in many of the international endurance
classics at Sebring, Le Mans and the Nürburgring. The 1965 Targa
Florio car faces the Georgian town houses on Coten End, Warwick.
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What a rip-off

Rip-Off

VS

Tax-Champ

British drivers might feel like they're persecuted by the tax man, but some
countries have it even worse, says Ali Umar

A

s a foreign contributor I
often find myself comparing
different aspects of life
in Britain with my native
Turkey. And working alongside the
automotive industry, I can’t help
compare transport costs between the
two countries.
You might think there aren't many
countries where cars are dearer than in
'rip-off Britain'.
Certainly many British people
believe that car prices are lower in
most other parts of Europe than they
are in the UK. And an overall tax
rate of nearly 70% on petrol is a
national scandal, isn't it?
But I have to tell you
that the tax system in
Turkey is something
else again. Let me
start by saying that
the pre-tax price of an
average car is half the price
of its actual sale price.
Assume, for example, that
you decide to buy an elegant
saloon, a Mercedes-Benz, perhaps
a new C-Class 180K. When it is
imported into Turkey, the price label
will read 27,000 euros.
Then some guys from the
government get involved and start
saying ‘Hang on, you have to pay extra
tax to cover our debts’. They impose
something called ‘private consumption
tax’, which means 60% on top of the
basic price.
But it doesn’t stop there. After
setting the new price level, there's
another blow. VAT, of course, is a fact
of modern life and in Turkey it's a flat
18% on everything you buy.
Now I admit that Britons pay
VAT too, but the unfair part of it for
Turkish citizens is paying it on the
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previously taxed price - effectively
double taxation.
Before you reach for the calculator,
these are the figures: your nice shiny
Merc costing €27,000 now becomes
€53,000 and you haven't started
looking at any extras from the endless
options list. If you dare actually choose
anything as an option, keep in mind
that it will be double-taxed as well.
At this point, let’s do a bit of

‘Hang on,
you have to pay
extra tax to cover
our debts’
currency conversion to bring things
closer to home. €53,000 basically
means almost £39,500, whereas a
typical Mercedes-Benz C180K Sport
spec. sold by a dealer in the UK only
costs £25,000. But now comes the
sucker punch.
The private consumption tax rate
quoted above is only for engine sizes
of between 1800 and 2000cc. Buy a car
with an engine over two litres and this
tax rate goes up to 84%. And the new
calculation for VAT purposes is done
on the total.
The net result is that you can easily
face a bill approximately three times

higher than the original base price.
Here's a ready reckoner:
up to 1600cc...........37% tax
1601 – 2000cc.........60% tax
over 2000cc.............84% tax
If these tax rates are making your eyes
water and your pips start to squeak,
don't think the torture is over. Because
after buying your car, you then have to
pay to insure it.
Here, your first step has to be to
pay money to the government (any
kind of theme emerging?) for what
is termed 'traffic insurance'.
Only then do you pay for
your personal insurance
that’s provided by a
contract between
you and a private
insurance company.
Anyone still feel like
complaining about UK
insurance rates?
According to the reports
of the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and
Development (which comprises 30
member countries though it keeps
in touch with more than 100 other
economies), Turkish citizens pay the
highest indirect taxes in the world.
But is it the wealthiest country
in the world? Er... not the last time I
looked, it wasn't.
So, think twice about moaning
about 'rip-off Britain'. You may say it's
none of my business telling you how
lucky you are in this country.
But if you decide to go to a dealer
and buy a car tomorrow, please
remember this – there's always some
poor sod worse off than yourself. And
when it comes to buying and running a
car – he could well be Turkish.
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